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Kandisky “Circles in a circle” (1923)
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Nuclear and Hadron InvesMgates the “core” of visible,
Physics
ordinary maPer (hadrons, nuclei)
and the mechanism of its mass
formaMon.
Gives the basis of the Cosmic
creaMon and distribuMon of
elements in the Universe.
Shows that we are a cosmic
nuclear accident.
Would the eﬀecMve nuclear force be slightly weaker, we would not
exist. The deuteron, the ﬁrst step in formaMon of all elements, would
not have been formed. EB =(2.22461 ± 7x 10-5) MeV; Vnuclear= 40 MeV
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Experimental faciliMes are Mme travel machines
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Beams

Odd far-away world
100 000 000 000 000 m =

1014m

0.000 000 000 000 001 m =

10-15m

Typical inter-galacMc
distances
Distance scale of the
quarks inside the proton

Hadrons mass and idenMty emerge from a very crowded
and dynamic vacuum.
There is plenty of room in the inner space of maPer to be
explored.
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A qualitatively new feature of QCD is that there are
vertices describing direct interactions of color gluons with
one another. Photons, by contrast, couple only to electric
charge, of which they carry none themselves.

QCD portrait: the elegance of simplicity
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not significant. For example, the heavier quarks play only
a tiny role in the structure of ordinary matter. Thus QCD
approximates the theoretical ideal: From a few purely
conceptual elements, it constructs a wealth of physical
consequences that describe nature faithfully.4
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seen particles carrying 4
fractional electric charge, which
(u, d, s, c, b, t)
we nonetheless ascribe to the quarks. And certainly we
haven’t seen anything like gluons—massless particles
mediating long-range strong forces. So if QCD is to
describe the world, it must explain why quarks and gluVertices
ons cannot
0
1exist as isolated particles. That is the so-called
confinement
problem.
qR
Besides confinement, there is another qualitative difMakes
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qG between
=@
ference
the observed reality and the fantasy
life
world
of quarks and gluons. This difference is quite a bit
interesting
q
more B
subtle to describe, but equally fundamental. I will
not be able to do full justice to the phenomenological arguments here, but I can state the essence of the problem in
Quark bound-states: conventional and exotic states
its final, sanitized theoretical form. The phenomenology
threefour-gluon
indicates that if QCD
is toand
describe
the world, then the u
8) and d quarks mustself
haveinteractions
very small masses.
! But if these
quarks do have very small masses, then the equations of simple concepts that underlie QCD to the world 2014
of
or
QCD possess some additional symmetries, called chiral observed phenomena. There have been three basic
c
symmetries (after chiros, the Greek word for hand). These
approaches to meeting this challenge:
⌫
symmetries allow separate transformations among the
! The first approach is to take the bull by the horns and
right-handed quarks (spinning, in relation to their
motion, like ordinary right-handed screws) and the left- just solve the equations. That’s not easy. It had better not
be too easy, because the solution must exhibit properties
handed quarks.
n
But there is no such symmetry among the observed (confinement, chiral-symmetry breaking) that are very
gians strongly interacting particles; they do not come in oppo- different from what the equations seem naively to sugIllustration
pairs.
So if QCD
QCD ispotential
to describe the
world, gest, and it must describe a rich, complex phenomenology.
st be site-parity
present in
static
for real
heavy
layout of th
the chiral symmetry must be spontaneously broken, Fortunately, powerful modern computers have made it
Pentaquar
possible
to
calculate
a
few
of
the
key
predictions
of
QCD
much as rotational symmetry is spontaneously broken in
as those d
directly. Benchmark results are shown in figure 2, where 5 LHCb.
a ferromagnet.
Clearly, it’s a big challenge to relate the beautifully the calculated masses5 of an impressive range of hadrons
Credit: CERN
Nuclei to quarks and gluons
January 31, 2017
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Star wars laser sword ﬁghts demand
color gluon lasers.

Hadrons only exist in color
charge singlet states.
No isolated q or g was ever seen.

three- and four-gluon
self interactions !

In contrast to photons to
QED, in QCD gluons carry
unbalanced color charge,
and self-interact.

Eqs. of QCD are not analitycally solved in the low
energy limit of conﬁnement.
Answer to the problem?
Use SimulaMons!
They solve complex systems. This is called LQCD.
“They are not the end of desire (…) it is not enMrely
saMsfying to have our computers acMng as oracles”,
Frank Wilczek
Number crushing is important, but make also models.
They create insight.
Combine models with LQCD data.
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Quark self-interacMon with gluons and virtual
quark –anMquark pairs and gluons is responsible
for the mass of consMtuent quarks which are
eﬀecMve parMcles. Huge eﬀect!
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Quark self-interacMon with gluons and virtual
quark –anMquark pairs and gluons is responsible
for the mass of consMtuent quarks which are
eﬀecMve parMcles. Huge eﬀect!
Self-interacMon is consistent with
quark-anM-quark interacMon
Two body equaMon for bound state
is consistent with one body equaMon
for self-energy, in the chiral limit.
This is necessary for spontaneous chiral
symmetry dynamical breaking.
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Recent results

Next developments
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Extend to light mesons
(uniﬁed model)
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Make quark masses are
dynamic: self-interacMon
consistent with quarkanM-quark interacMon
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Much to do: Shopping list
qExtension of current model to the light-quark sector
qCalculaMon of tensor mesons (spin ≥ 2)
qEﬀect on meson spectrum of running quark-gluon
coupling
qCalculaMon of self-consistent dynamical quark masses
qCalculaMon of meson decay properMes
qSystemaMc study of the conﬁning interacMon (Lorentz
scalar vs. vector, etc.)
qCalculaMon of consistent photon-quark current
qCalculaMon of (generalized) parton distribuMon
funcMons
qStarMng a new project to derive the nucleon-nucleon
interacMon from quark-gluon dynamics
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Quantum Chromo Dynamics QCD is the theory of the strong
interacMon, quarks and gluons.
What we do: Cold QCD

“Art exists for us not to be crushed by reality”
Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche
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Hadron Physics is a very active research field.
•

Hot
QCD not observed in isolation?
Why are single
quarks

•

What is the origin of 98% of the mass of ordinary m

E

From the experi
structure of hadro

Credit: Sandor Katz, Eotvos University

•

creating hot h
and measuring
hadrons and d

•

observing the
matter expose
etc. …

3 colors x 3 ﬂavors x 2 spin projecMons x 2 gluon polarizaMons
From the theoret
x 2 (quark/anM-quark) =
of such processes
13
experiments
52 dof’s

Quarks interact via all forces.

romagnetic and weak force

This gives us tools to probe the structures due to
rces
conﬁnement by observing the emissivity of maPer
originated by reacMons with electroweak or hadronic probes.
Dressing Mexican style

May 7, 2014
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Higher order diagrams are also important

Ladder diagrams

Crossed ladder
diagrams
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Dyson-Schwinger-Bethe- Salpeter EquaMons
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Quantum Mechanics :
One of the ﬁrst success was the explanaMon of the
half-lifes of nuclear alfa decay.
Parity ViolaMon experiment by C. S. Wu.
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